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(This is not a protest for a virus:

...This is a chaos !=

Today’s News

deads at the hands

Outrage! The violence has
gotten the world’s attention

the Super-spreader : _

‘How long is going to take ?

= Timeline of a Virus §

To get people to listen…’

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Violence of time ✤

The last Agreement to Disagree Contents hide : temp masculin
from the root *temp: (“to stretch, string”)

P(e)ace, also called rhythm or tempo, is the rate of activity or movement, such as walking not looking TV or acting in running on the flow of events in an //entertainment piece { ?=
uneventfully definition : .

**The TIME ... of ³³³« Today Information Means Everything » Retroacronomia :

An approach to the ontological nature of time

which takes the view that all existence in time is equally real

Eternal- to remin always in the same place

‘Just-in-time’ is not a technique

as any other time :Time Europe, Time Atlantic, Titanic’s Time

(Man of the Year)

[Or the Machine of fear]

dei ex machina = English ‘god from the machine’

is a plot device whereby a seemingly unsolvable problem in a story is abruptly resolved by an unexpected occurrence to surprise the audience, to bring the tale to un end, or act as a comedic device

Eternal isthm From time + line

Anagrams

ilmenite, line item, melinite, menilite

"³ An infinite t(i)empo //regress of events cannot exist”

³³³³³³³**** We feel we can't change the past but we can influence the future In un space line

• The direction of time § "Un actual infinite !" is not time-reversal invariant

- chaos ¿! S.Suli©
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